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Ichimura-san and the spin-isospin problems
Ichimura-san made a significant contribution to nuclear physics, especially:
Solve the spin-isospin problems such as
• Quenching of Gamow-Teller strength
• Enhancement of spin-longitudinal π-mode
Give a unified understanding of spin-isospin
responses in wide (q,ω) region
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GT and pionic spin-longitudinal response
Recent progress for unstable nuclei

Abstract

Recent progress in the study of spin–isospin responses by charge exchange ( p, n) and (n, p) reactions
at 300–500 MeV is reviewed with special emphases on quenching of the total Gamow–Teller (GT) strength
at a momentum transfer q = 0 fm−1 and enhancement of the spin-longitudinal (pionic) response in
quasielastic scattering (QES) at q ≈ 1.7 fm−1 . This progress has been made possible by the development

GT Response Function RGT(ω)
Gamow-Teller (GT) transition operator
• Nucleon (N) space

• Extend to N+Δ space

GT response function

spin operator from N to Δ

isospin operator from N to Δ
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Fig. 5. Process-decomposed
functions.
solid linesfor
denoteGT
particles
or holes and the double lines denote
∆s. The wavy lines represent external fields.

Pionic (Spin-Longitudinal) Response Function
Isovector spin-longitudinal transition operator

Isovector spin-longitudinal response function

• Representing πNN and πNΔ coupling
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Contrastive Phenomena
Why Ichimura-san and we are especially interested in RGT and RL ?
• They show very contrastive phenomena

Quenching of RGT

• GT resonance (GTR) region

Enhancement of RL

• Quasi-elastic scattering (QES) region

Quenching of GT Transition I
Delay of GT β- decays (1950s〜)

486

Impulse
Core
RPA-type
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term
polarization
add. terms

• Core polarization (first-order config. mixing)
• RPA-type additional terms
• Collective states such as IAS and GTR
GTR
GTR
Tp = 200 MeV

Fig. 15. Illustration of core polarization mechanisms. (a) Impulse term. (b) Original core polarization
order configuration mixing). (c) RPA-type additional terms, included in the core polarization mechan
interactions are denoted by dotted lines.

6. Quenching of spin–isospin responses

Tp = 45 MeV

In Section 2, we gave an overview of the delay of allowed β-decays, the GTGR,
of total GT strength in connection with quenching phenomena of spin–isospin nuc
Here we briefly review theoretical treatments of these phenomena, with emph
models such as separable interaction models and contact interaction models, t
GTR
understanding of the theories. A comprehensive review of
theoretical approaches
IAS
can be found in the excellent reports by Arima et al. [5], Towner [6], and Osterfel
theoretical calculations will be given in Section 7.
6.1. Quenching mechanisms of spin–isospin responses in the static limit

Quenching of spin–isospin responses in the static limit (ω ≈ 0) has been obser
β-decays and magnetic moments. Various origins for this quenching have been
90Zr
main mechanisms of which are explained here.

C. Gaarde, Nucl. Phys. A 369, 258 (1981).

Core polarization
A mechanism called “first-order configuration mixing” was proposed in 195
for magneticR.R.Doering
moments, but which
alsoPhys.
works Rev.
for β-decays.
et al.,
lett. 35, 1691 (1975).

Quenching of GT Transition II
Extraction of RGT (B(GT)) from (p,n) and (n,p) reactions

GT total strength

C. Gaarde, Nucl. Phys. A 396, 127c (1983).

GT sum rule

• Model independent in the nucleon space
GT quenching factor
Up to GTR (≦20 MeV), Q=0.5-0.6
About 40% strength is missing
• If nucleus is made by nucleons, Q=1.

Origin of Quenching of Total GT Strength
Strength

Quark-degree (Δ-isobar) eﬀect

p-h

Coupling between p-h and Δ-h is large (strong repulsion)

Δ-h

GR

• Significant GT strengths move to Δ region (ω〜300 MeV)

〜10 MeV

Configuration mixing eﬀect
2nd-order config. mixing is effective for all nuclei

〜
〜

Quenching

• GTR strength is quenched

〜300 MeV

E
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2nd-order configuration mixing

• M.Ichimura and K.Yazaki, NP 63, 401 (1965).

• H.A.Mavromatis, L.Zamick, G.E.Brown, NP 80, 545 (1966).
• K.Shimizu, M.Ichimura, A.Arima, NPA 226, 282 (1974).
• I.S.Towner, F.C.Khanna, PRL 42, 51 (1979).

Fig. 16. Direct terms in second-order configuration mixing.

Strength

• I.S.Towner, PR 155, 264 (1987).
• A.Arima et al., Adv. NP, 18, 1 (1987).

GR

Coupling between p-h and Δ-h is small (weak
repulsion)
δ!τ σ "/!τ
σ " (%)
• Strength-shift to Δ region is small

p-h

2p-2h

Table 3
Relative deviation of !τ σ " from the single-particle values due to second-order configuration m

A(state)
15(0 p

Experiment
)

1/2
• GTR strength is quenched by configuration
mixing
17(0d5/2 )

39(0d3/2 )
41(0 f 7/2 )

−13.2
−13.8
−33.7
−26.3

2nd conf. [125]
Quenching

〜10 MeV

−15.7
−11.9
−21.0
−14.8

〜40 MeV

E

Dominance of Nuclear Configuration Mixing
Experimental results (MDA) support
dominance of nuclear configuration mixing
• Significant GT strength up to 70 MeV
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Fig. 16. Direct terms in second-order configuration mixing.

ion of !τ σ " from the single-particle values due to second-order configuration mixing (2nd conf.)

%)
Experiment

2nd conf. [125]

2nd conf. [126]

−13.2
−13.8
−33.7
−26.3

−15.7
−11.9
−21.0
−14.8

−18.9
−13.9
−25.0
−17.1

TW et al.,
Phys. Rev. C 55, 2909 (1997).
• K. Yako, TW, et al.,
er configuration
mixing
Phys.
Lett. B 615, 193 (2005).
oubly closed
nuclei, ph modes of spin–orbit partners do not exist and thus
• M.shell
Ichimura
, H. Sakai, TW,
ore polarization effects vanish. However, measured B(GT) of LS closed shell plus
Nuc. Phys.
56,as446
(2006).
ne nucleonProg.
nuclei Part.
are appreciably
quenched,
is seen
in Table 3. To explain
•

d-order perturbation calculations were carried out by Ichimura and Yazaki [122]
matis, Zamick, and Brown [123,124]. Later, an extensive calculation by Shimizu,

Enhancement of Pionic Response
A precursor phenomenon of pion condensation

Pionic (spin-longitudinal) response RL : Enhanced and softened
Rho-mesonic (spin-transverse) response RT : Quenched and hardened
• RL/RT ≫ 1 → Good signature of pion condensation precursor phenomena

Fermi gas model
RPA include Δ
π + ρ + g’ interaction

W.M.Alberico, M. Ericson, and A. Molinari,
Nucl. Phys. A 379, 429 (1982).

Origin of the Enhancement/Quenching
M. Ichimura, H. Sakai, TW, PPNP 56, 446 (2006).

Eﬀective p-h and Δ-h interaction governed by OPEP develops pionic correlation.

GT
p-h interaction
energy

Δ-h interaction
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Fig. 5. Process-decomposed response functions. The solid lines denote particles or holes and the double lines denote
Fig. 5. Process-decomposed response functions. The solid lines denote particles or holes and the double lines d
∆s. The wavy lines represent external fields.
∆s. The wavy lines represent external fields.

spin-transverse
(ρ mode)

We define the spin–isospin response functions associated with NN and N∆ transitions as
We define the spin–isospin response functions associated with NN and N∆ transitions as
!!
1
βĎ
βα
α! !
"Ψ0 |O! λ,b (q! )|Ψn #"Ψ1n |Oλ,a
(q)|Ψ0#δ(ω −
Rλ,ba (q! , q, ω) =
β Ď (E − E )),
βα
α
"Ψ0 |Oλ,b (qn! )|Ψn 0#"Ψn |Oλ,a
(q)|Ψ0#δ(ω − (En − E0
2 J A + 1 0 nRλ,ba (q , q, ω) =
2 JA + 1 0 n
(3.2)
T
(

R
where α and β are N or ∆, J is the ground statequenching
spin, and the summation Σ is over the
where α and β are N or ∆, J is the ground state spin, and the summation Σ
A

0

0 is over
spin substates of the ground states if the ground state spin is not zero, such as for a deuteron.
spin substates of the ground states if the ground state spin is not zero, such as for a deute
Since neither the momentum q nor the spin directions a are conserved in finite nuclei, the
Since neither the momentum q nor the spin directions a are conserved in finite nuclei,
response functions are non-diagonal with respect to these quantities in general, though they
response functions are non-diagonal with respect to these quantities in general, though
should be diagonal with respect to λ due to charge conservation. The response functions are
should be diagonal with respect to λ due to charge conservation. The response functions
diagrammatically depicted in
5.
LFig.diagrammatically
depicted in Fig. 5.
In terms of Eq. (3.2), the response functions of Eqs. (2.9), (2.14a) and (2.14b) can be written
In terms of Eq. (3.2), the response functions of Eqs. (2.9), (2.14a) and (2.14b) can be wr
as
as
!
1
N
NN
(ω) =
R±1,aa
(q! = 0,Nq = 0, ω), 1 ! NN
(3.3a)
R±,GT
R±1,aa (q! = 0, q = 0, ω),
(3
R±,GT (ω) =
2 a
2 a
!
NN
NN
!
Rλ,L
(q, ω) =
q̂b Rλ,ba
(q, q, ω)q̂
(3.3b)
a,
NN
NN
Rλ,L
(q, ω) =
q̂b Rλ,ba
(q, q, ω)q̂a ,
(3

R
enhancement

A

spin-longitudinal
(π mode)

ab

ab
!
1
NN
1 a!
!.
Rλ,T
(q, ω) =
&bb! c &aa ! c q̂b!NN
R NN (q, q, ω)q̂
(3.3c)
NN
Rλ,Tλ,ba
(q, ω) =
&bb! c &aa ! c q̂b! Rλ,ba
(q, q, ω)q̂a ! .
2 aa ! bb! c
2 aa ! bb! c

(3

R.(q)
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Issues raised by Prof. Ichimura
Prof. Ichimura raised the following issues regarding the “RL/RT ratio problem"
Q1 : Is the method used to extract RL, RT from Dij reasonable?
• Relation between the polarized cross sections and Dij

Q2 : Are theoretical calculations of RL and RT reliable?
• Fermi gas model calculations

Q3 : Is the theoretical treatment of the reaction mechanism reasonable?
• Proportionality between the polarization cross sections and the corresponding response functions

Original slide by Prof. Ichimura
in the RCNP workshop (1992).

Q1 : Is the method used to extract RL, RT from Dij reasonable?
Carey’s formula

M. Ichimura and K.Kawahigashi, Phys. Rev. C 45, 1822 (1992).

• spin-longitudinal (π) :
• spin-transverse (ρ) :
This formula is adequate only for NN scattering (NOT for NA scattering)
Ichimura’s correct formula
•
•
Collectivity Ratio 12C(p,n)

○ : Carey’s formula
● : Ichimura’s formula

Now we can separate the cross section into
spin-longitudinal and spin-transverse modes
correctly based on Ichimura’s formula.
↓
Use of the correct formula
further reduces the collectivity ratio.

implies our choice g'=0. 6 corresponds to their
tion. Considering that the phenomenological
—0. 7, we keep
T g'=0. 6 for all ca
suggest g'=0. 6 L
in this paper except when a different g' is explic

Q2 : Are theoretical calculations of R and R reliable?

M. Ichimura, K.Kawahigashi, T.S.Jorgensoen and C.Gaarde. Phys. Rev. C 39, 1446 (1989).

Refinement of the calculation of the response function

40Ca(p,p’)

at q=1.75 fm-1

Finiteness of the nucleus
• Fermi gas (infinite nuclear matter)
→ Woods-Saxon shell model (finite nuclei)

l.O-

Fermi gas model
(pF=1.20 fm-1)

I

l
I

Spreading width

I

• Complex Woods-Saxon :
Distortion, absorption of knocked-out
nucleon & two-nucleon knock-out, etc.

E-

Finite nuclei
(Woods-Saxon)

I-

I
t

0.5-

t
)~

r

l

l
I
I

I

“Spin Observables in Quasifree Scatterings”,
RCNP Workshop (1992).

The very large enhancement in RL at low ω
is the artifact in the Fermi gas model.
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4)(MeV)
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346

12

C

No
RPA
No
RPA

2.58
2.53
4.62
4.25

correlation was not included in this analysis. We foun
DW DW
DW DW
D q than for I lab
Dp . F
effects are larger for I lab
nately, however, they are so small that the spin-orbit
does not greatly disturb the separation between the
longitudinal and spin-transverse responses. We also rep
similar results for 12C(p! ,n! ) at 494 MeV !51".

2.58
2.82
4.62
7.00

Q3 : Is the theoretical treatment of the reaction mechanism reasonable?
40

Ca

M. Ichimura, K.Kawahigashi, T.S.Jorgensoen and C.Gaarde. Phys. Rev. C 39, 1446 (1989).

Basic idea to deduce RL/RT experimentally
PWIA with Glauber-like approximation

• Distortion eﬀects with eﬀective nucleon number

12C(p,n)

494 MeV

spin-longitudinal

can be obtained from Nd data

DWIA analysis by Ichimura-san
PWIA+Glauber approx. works well for 12C

IDi (mb sr-1 MeV-1)

spin-transverse
DWIA
PWIA

40Ca(p,n)

•

494 MeV

PWIA+Glauber approx. is inappropriate for 40Ca
• Significant distortion eﬀects aﬀect spectrum shape
•

Exp. IDi should be compared with DWIA calc.

DWIA
PWIA

ωlab (MeV)

Unified Analysis
Analyzed

PHYSICAL REVIEW C 72, 067303 (2005)

• GTGR spectrum

Unified analysis of spin isospin responses of nuclei
T. Wakasa,1 M. Ichimura,2 and H. Sakai3

• GT quenching factor Q

1

2

• Spin-longitudinal (pionic) IDq spectrum
by the common method
Continuum RPA
•
•

Δ isobar is included
Woods-Saxon type mean field

•

Local eﬀective mass

•

Spreading widths

DWIA + Two-step processes
•

Fermi motion

•

Oﬀ-shell eﬀect, etc.
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Eﬀective Interaction
Key parameters of the unified/common analysis
• π + ρ + g’ model

spin-longitudinal (π)

spin-transverse (ρ)
• Landau-Migdal (LM) parameters
A copy of Prof. Ichimura’s
handwritten slides

※ g’ΔΔ is fixed to be 0.5 because its dependence is known to be small.

GTGR Spectrum
K. Yako et al., PLB 615, 193 (2006).

Experiment: 90Zr(p,n)90Nb at 295 MeV
• Prominent GTGR peak
• GT (L=0) contribution is extracted by MDA
• GT strength, B(GT), is deduced with
proportionality ansatz

Comparison with theory
• GTGR peak position
• Strongly depends on g’NN
g’NN = 0.6 ± 0.1
• Weak g’NΔ dependence

• Q = 0.86 ± 0.07 ← from MD analysis
• 2p2h eﬀects are dominant
Q evaluated in RPA
• Determine the coupling to Δ
• Larger g’NΔ → Stronger coupling
• Strength becomes small (quenched)
[Strength moves to Δ region]
• Q strongly depends on g’NΔ
g’NΔ = 0.35 ± 0.16
• Weak g’NN dependence

repulsive

GT quenching factor Q

quenching

GT Quenching Factor Q

Spin-Longitudinal (Pionic) IDq Enhancement
Experiment (q = 1.7
•

12C(p,n)

fm-1)

at RCNP

• Tp=346 MeV and θ=22°
•

12C(p,n)

at LAMPF

• Tp=494 MeV and θ=18°
Comparison with theory
• DWIA + two-step
• QES peak depends on g’NN
• g’NN = 0.6-0.7
• Enhancement depends on g’NΔ
• g’NΔ = 0.2-0.4

M. Ichimura, H. Sakai, TW, PPNP 56, 446 (2006).

Ichimura-san’s summary in SPIN2004

M. Ichimura
K. Imai

Unified understanding of nuclear spin responses in wide (q,ω) region
with just two parameters, g’NN and g’NΔ

M. Ichimura

Spin-isospin responses for unstable nuclei
・Isospin dependence
56Ni(p,n)%at%110%MeV/u%
・Skin/halo effect
(Femi-level diff.)
GT%strengths%from%

on resonance/residual int. will be known.

xtracted+!L=0+component+in+combina0on+with+unit+cross+sec0on+to+extract+
56Ni(p,n) ; GT
eller+strength+[B(GT)].+
M.Sasano et al., PRL 107, 202501 (2011).
with+large&scale+shell&model+calcula0ons+

132Sn(p,n) ;

GT

J. Yasuda, M. Sasano et al.,
(J. Yasuda, Doctoral dissertation)

PRL107,+202501+(2011).++
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0

Proton number

onma+et+al.+:+constrained+by+data+in+full+pf&shell+
es+et+al.+:+less+constraints+–+used+in+database+for+weak+rates+for+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+
+
++++++++++++astrophysical+purposes.++

etween+KB3G+and+GXPF1A:+
ker+spin&orbit+and+pn&residual+interac0ons+
r+level+density+

8He(p,n) ;

0

5
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Results 12
Be(p,n) ;

M.Kobayashi et al.,
(H. Sakai @ ARIS2014)

𝜃𝜃cm
= 5° − 8°
𝜃𝜃cm = 5°
− 8°
GT
GT
~8.3 MeV
~8.3 MeV

Neutron number

15

GTResults

8He(p,n) at 200 MeV/u
8He(p,n)
at 200 MeV/u

0.98 MeV
0.98 MeV
B(GT)=0.24
B(GT)=0.24

10

E x(132Sb) (MeV)

IAS=10.8 MeV
EIAS=10.8EMeV

30

GT

K. Yako et al.,
(H. Sakai @ ARIS2014)

12Be(p,n) at 200 MeV/u
12Be(p,n)
at 200 MeV/u

GT
GT
~𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏. 𝟔𝟔 MeV
~𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏. 𝟔𝟔 MeV

IAS=12.8 MeV
EIAS=12.8EMeV

B(GT) and Landau-Migdal parameter g’NN in 132Sn
J. Yasuda, M. Sasano, TW et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 121, 132501 (2018).

GT giant resonance (GTGR) is observed for 132Sn (doubly-magic unstable nuclei)
GTGR peak is sensitive to g’NN
• Ratio of the bump to the main peak is also sensitive to g’NN

※ g’NN is constant for isospin asymmetry (N-Z)/A of 0.11(90Zr) to 0.24(132Sn)

GTGR

SGT

Experimental results
Gamow-Teller resonances have been successfully observed for 8He and 12Be
8He(p,n)

at 200 MeV/A
M. Kobayashi (CNS) et al.

EGT - EIAS = -2.5 ± 0.5 MeV

12Be(p,n)

at 200 MeV/A
K. Yako (CNS) et al.

EGT - EIAS = -1.2 ± 0.5 MeV
M. Kobayashi et al., JPS Conf. Proc. 1, 013034 (2014).
courtesy of K. Yako

Collectivity in (N-Z)/A > 0.21; Very neutron-rich nuclei

He
i

so
to

0.6

pe

0 Be
iso
top
e

0.6
0

0.6

0

stable nuclei

unstable nuclei

Data are consistent with predictions employing g’NN=0.6±0.1
→ Suggests the constancy of residual interaction for up to (N-Z)/A=0.5 (very neutron-rich)

NEW reaction probe for pionic 0- state
Parity-transfer
16O(g.s.,

•

(16O,16F)

0+)

→

reaction

16F(g.s.,

0-)

courtesy of M. Dozono
12C(16O,16F)

• Selective probe for pionic 0- state

Different pattern depending on Jπ
• NOT reproduced in PWBA
• Distortion effects are crucial
The parity-transfer (16 O, 16 F(0− , g.s.)) reaction as a probe of
isovector 0− states in nuclei
M. Dozono,1, ∗ T. Uesaka,2 N. Fukuda,2 M. Ichimura,2 N. Inabe,2 S. Kawase,1, † K. Kisamori,2
Y. Kiyokawa,1 K. Kobayashi,3 M. Kobayashi,1 T. Kubo,2 Y. Kubota,1, ‡ C. S. Lee,1 M. Matsushita,1
S. Michimasa,1 H. Miya,1 A. Ohkura,4 S. Ota,1 H. Sagawa,2, 5 S. Sakaguchi,4 H. Sakai,2 M. Sasano,2
S. Shimoura,1 Y. Shindo,4 L. Stuhl,2, § H. Suzuki,2 H. Tabata,4 M. Takaki,1 H. Takeda,2 H. Tokieda,1
T. Wakasa,4 K. Yako,1 Y. Yanagisawa,2 J. Yasuda,4 R. Yokoyama,1, ¶ K. Yoshida,2 and J. Zenihiro2, ∗∗
1

Center for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo, Hongo 7-3-1, Bunkyo, Tokyo 113-0033, Japan

exp. @RIBF

Ichimura-san’s legacy will live on
Ichimura-san’s work laid the grounds for
the unified understanding of spin-isospin responses
the analysis of experimental data using his computer codes
• CRDW : DWIA calculation
• RESPQ : Spin-isospin response calculation

